61st Annual Convention &
Business Conference
The Northeast’s Frozen & Refrigerated
Associations

Collaborative. Innovative. Strategic. Future.

September 29—October 2, 2016
The Sagamore at Lake George, Bolton Landing, NY

The Northeast’s Frozen & Refrigerated Annual
Convention & Business Conference
Guests are fully engaged in this informative Business

Session

that provides insights into trends, challenges and innovations in our
aisles. This year’s line up features:

Kevin Coupe…you know him as “The Content Guy”,
Morning News Beat, and co-author of “THE BIG PICTURE:
Essential Business Lessons from the Movies” and he’s sharing
his insight and information on trends for our business,
keeping up with the ever changing market and much more!

Mark A. Tarzwell, Sr…recently appointed to the
position of Chief Operating Officer, for Ateeco, Mark is
responsible for all commercial & administrative areas,
execution of operating plans to meet strategic objectives and
development of organizational policies. With a varied career
that includes executive roles at Burris and Giant Landover, he
will provide a unique view to the future of our industry.

Saturday night’s Member Of
The Year Celebration, honoring
an outstanding member of
FRANE, includes an exquisite
menu selection from the chef’s
along with dancing for our
guests.

The Northeast’s Frozen & Refrigerated Annual
Convention & Business Conference
Friday night is all about the Future

of our Industry! Join

us as we celebrate this year’s Emerging Leaders and introduce our new,
collaborative efforts with SUNY’s Food Marketing Degree Program.

Julie Henderson…as Vice President of Communications for
NFRA, Julie is on the cutting edge of reaching our consumers, and
providing relevant information in real time. Being on the pulse of
trends, millennials and the new ways to reach consumers, she will
have you rethinking your own strategies to maximize sales!

Dr. Russell Zwanka…as part of the Marketing
Faculty at State University of New York (SUNY), New Paltz,
Russell has been instrumental in developing a Food Marketing
Degree Track. With his varied industry experience, and the
school’s uniquely positioned track, they are molding the
future of our industry. Hear about our newly formed
partnership and the many opportunities this program offers
for both students and our members!

Friday night is all about the
Ones to Watch! Celebrating our
industry’s Emerging Leaders,
we recognize those who are
shaping the future of our
industry. Nominees from every
corner of the Northeast,
representing all aspects of our
industry will be on hand.

